Modular Self-Contained

The ultimate solution to the Commercial Self-Contained replacement market!

- 40-80 Ton Offering
- Most Efficient Product on the Market
- Water-Cooled
- Cassette Breakdown
- Smallest Footprint on the Market
- Variable Speed Compressors
- Variable Speed Plenum Fans
- Trane UC600 Controls
- American Made

Engineered as the most adaptive self contained footprint and breakdown on the market, the Trane® MSC is perfect for the most demanding installation applications. Designed to fit through a standard commercial doorway or hallway. The Trane MSC specifically meets the needs of the replacement and floor to floor markets!
Trane® Controls

- Trane UC600 controls with TD7 display
- TD7 display provides unit-mounted human interface panel with a two line x 40 character clear language (English) display and a touch screen interface that includes custom, diagnostics, and service test mode menu keys
- Phase reversal protection provided in each compressor - fixed or variable.
- Compressor lead/lag
- Supply air static over pressurization protection on units with variable frequency drives (VFDs)
- Supply airflow proving
- Mappable sensors and setpoint sources
- Occupied/unoccupied switching
- Timed override activation
- Programmable water purge during unoccupied mode
- High entering air temperature limit
- Low entering air temperature limit with waterside economizer.
- Interoperability available with BACnet communication capability

Starter Cassette

- Unit ships in cassettes for ease in moving into an existing building and mechanical room
- Easy assembly of cassettes with like dimensions for each cassette type
- Cassettes provide smallest sections in the industry for navigation through an existing building
- Unit assembled footprint is as small or smaller than existing unit footprint
- Evaporator cassette knocks down to even smaller dimensions to move coil and cabinet structure into the building

LET’S GO BEYOND™

Ingersoll Rand (NYSE:IR) advances the quality of life by creating comfortable, sustainable and efficient environments. Our people and our family of brands—including Club Car®, Ingersoll Rand®, Thermo King® and Trane®—work together to enhance the quality and comfort of air in homes and buildings; transport and protect food and perishables; and increase industrial productivity and efficiency. We are a $14 billion global business committed to a world of sustainable progress and enduring results.

Trane, the Circle Logo and Let’s Go Beyond are registered trademarks of Trane in the United States and other countries.